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Despite slow start, UCF women's volleyball team eyes national championship- p. 16

•
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Golden Knights whip
Black Bears in opener
o Darrin Hinshaw and David
Rhodes break all-time UCF
records during game.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Saturday was a record-breaking day for
the UCF Golden Knights. The football team
came out onto the field already looking like a
championship team. With their golden domes
and drawers, UCFlookedsomewhatlike a small
catholic school from South Bend, Indiana, where
national championships are a tradition.
UCF (1-0) spent a good part of Saturday
beating up on the Maine Black Bears, manhandling them 28-6. From the beginning, it was the
Marquette Smith show - Smith to the left for
16, then Smith to the right for a gain of six and
Smith back to the right for 33 yards and a
touchdown. UCFled the ballgame 7-3 and never
looked back.
Smith finished with 119 yards on 21
carries.
In the second half, Smith and the Golden
Knights offense seemed to stagnate. Smith credits this to the defensive adjustments that the
Black Bears made at halftime. UCF was up 283 at the half, but itdidn'tsee theend zone again
for the rest of the game.
"They started running six man fronts;
they had 11 guys within IOyardsoftheball. They
just came with some blitzes that we weren't
prepared for," said Smith.
Darrin Hinshaw also had his way through

the blue Maine skies. He connected midway
through the first half with Mark Whittemore on
a48-yardhookup.ltwasn'tlongbeforehefound
hisfavoriteAll-American target, David Rhodes.
Between Rhodes and Whittemore, the pair had
203 yards and two touchdowns. Hirishaw managed 245 yards even though he was taken out
with almost eight minutes leftin the game. Both
Hinshaw and Rhodes broke records in addition
to the spirits of their Maine counterparts.
Hinshaw became UCF' s all-time leading
passer with 6,700 yards. Rhodes became the
school's receiving yards 1eaderwith2,805 yards
when Hinshaw hit him with a69-yard pass right
before the end of the first half.
The defense came up big throughout the
game for UCF. It had a tremendous goal line
stand against Maine late in the second quarter,
stopping Maine in a first and goal situation on
four straight plays.
Linebacker Travis Cooper along with
safety Steve Wright were named defensive players of the game. Cooper had 10 tackles and two
assists to go along with two brutalizing hits he
laid on Maine's quarterback.
The defensive backfield was instantly
solidified by the presence of Wright. He intercepted one pass and knocked down another. He
also had six bone-crushing tackles to add to his
highlight film. Wright missed all of 1993 with a
broken ankle.
Although the Golden Knights dominated
in the first half, the second half was a different

story.
"Wejusthadindividuals whojustweren 't
executing ... but we have a hell of a football team
here at UCF," said receivers coach Wes Chan-

Head coach Gene McDowell seemed
pleased with his team's performance. ''Weplayed
see FOOTBALL, page 2

Guest lecturer warns that UFOs are on the way
by ALYCIA SEVERSON

General Electric, Westinghouse and other companies in an effort to design and develop fusion
Nuclear physicist Stanton Friedman told rockets and nuclear plants for use in space. He
listeners at the Wild Pizza last Wednesday that- has investigated UFO phenomena for 35 years
humans are not socially prepared to cope with the and has appeared on hundreds of radio and
reality of alien life.
television programs, including Nightline and
In his illustrated Flying Saucers are Real! Unsolved Mysteries.
lecture, sponsored by the Campus Activities
Friedman told the audience that in spite of
Board, Friedman revealed to a crowded audience the thousands ofcases he is aware of, he believes
evidence he has collected which supports the over two-thirds of all UFO sightings go unreexistence of other life forms.
ported.
Friedman has lectured at colleges and in
The premier UFO incident Friedman
seminars around the world to educate others spoke of occurred in 1947 in Corona, N.M. and
about what he calls the "cosmic Watergate."
has been termed "the Roswell incident'' by
"My goal is to prepare future generations investigators.
for entrance into the cosmic kindergarten," he
This incident involves an alleged UFO
said.
crash and three aliens found at the crash site.
Friedman explained that although aliens
The government has denied allegations
are ready to contact us, and in some cases are about this discovery and has refused to disclose
contacting us, society has not matured. enough to much of the information about it to the public.
be able to handle such a visit
The case has received a great deal of attention
''Rightnow,earthlingsaremoreconcemed over the years because the Air Force originally
with tribal warfare than with one another- why said that it had recovered a crashed "flying
would aliens want to bother with a primitive saucer." After a local newspaper reported this,
planet like ours?"
however, the Air Force retracted its claim and
In the past, Friedman has worked for said the wreckage was actually a crashed weather
Assistant news editor

balloon.
In 1969, the Air Force dosed its i9vestigation on UFOs, codenamed "Project Bluebook."
It concluded that the Earth was not being visited
by aliens, and that UFOs posed no military threat.
Many UFO enthusiasts, however, are convinced
that "Project Bluebook" found that UFOs are
real, and the government is engaged in a conspiracy to hide this information from the public.
With the passage of the Freedom of Information Act in 1974,numerousUFOgroupshave
filed requests seeking the release of documents
regarding flying saucers. In 1980, Friedman,
along with the organization, Citizens Against
UFO Secrecy, petitioned the governm~nt for
information about this or any other UFO incidents but had little success.
Judge Gerhard Gesell, who heard this
case, ruled that government documents about
UFOs should be kept secret because of the
"obvious effect on national sec~ty their release
may well entail."
Nevertheless, Friedman said he will persist until the information is disclosed.

Inside

see UFO, page 4
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Opponents set to
battle Lake County
school board on policy
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The ozone layer isn't disappearing ... pg. 5
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by OMAR DAJ~NI
Staff writer

Al though the "America first" contro. versy has temporarily slipped from the headlines, it is soon to return, this time promising to become a national issue with out-ofstate groups battling it out in the boardrooms and courts of Lake County.
The lawsuit filed by the Lake County
Education Association against the school
board is moving forward with each side
confident of an eventual victory. As the
legal teams are formed, it is clear that Lake
County is going to become yet another
battleground between religious conservatives and left-leaning citizens coalitions.
Last May, chairman of the school
board Pat Hart proposed a policy that stated
in part that American values and heritage
"are superior to other foreign or historic
cultures." It was adopted and since then has
stirred a hornet's nest in the otherwise quiet
county.
Supporters of this policy include Pat
Hart's fellow board members, Judy Pearson
and Claudia Ramsey, the local chapter of
Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition and
Virginia Beach-based American Center

I

see COUNTY, page 2
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National debate simmers in Lake county

•
•

COUNTY, from page 1
for Law and Justice, headed by legal
powerhouse, Jay Seculow.
Opponents of the policy include the teacher's union, People for
the American Way, and People for
Mainstream Values - a year-old
political action committee created for
the purpose of exposing the board's
controversial policies.
'The proponents of multi-cultural education believe that no culture
and no beliefs are better than others,"
said John Dowlefs, director of the
Christian Coalition's central Florida
chapter.
'We believe Western philosophy is best and has worked better," he
continued. ''Religious conservatives
feel that governing officials are abandoning morality for situational values.
We feel underrepresented and disenfranchised, and this frustration is resulting in stronger activism."
The figures support that theory.
Arecentpollconductedjointly
by The Orlando Sentinel and WESH
Ch.-2 showed that religious conservatives now number in the millions.
They make up 8 percent of the state's
electorate and 13 percent of republican voters.
"We have tried to give whatever information to activists in Lake
County [thathas been requested] about
the radical religious right; we serve as
a resource to them," said Susan
Glickman, Florida director for People
for the American Way.
Establishing a precedent in this
country that makes a particular
ethnicity or religion seem superior to
all others is a subjective policy that
suggests teaching only certain values,
argued Glickman.
"Many people think that this is
a political agenda rather than a policy
to make the school better for the kids,"
she added.
Bill Hayes, chairman of the
department of history and a teacher at
LeesburgHighSchoolinLak:eCounty,
opposes the policy and believes teacher
opposition will eventually kill it.
"I would guess that a good 80
percent of teachers around here are

Knights one game

closer to national
championship
FOOTBALLc from page 1
better than I actually thought we
did," he said after reviewing the
game films.
UCF will now gear up for
their 1994 debut in the Citrus Bowl
against a pesky Valdosta State team
that nearly ruined the Golden
Knights' opener last season. While
UCF managed a 35-30 victory, the
team may have been a little overconfident before last year's match
up. This, however, will not happen
this season.
"I feel like we're playing 15
national championship games [the Knights have] got to win 15 to
get a national championship, so
we'll play each game like we're
playing for the national championship. I don't even know who we're
playing after Valdosta State. All I
can think about is Valdosta State,"
Smith said.

either against or very concerned about
it," he said. Hayes, a retired Army
colonel, believes that supporters ofthe
policy have the best of intentions and
are very patriotic, but warns that "trying to force one particular group's
standards and values on everytxxiy
has caused problems throughout his-.
tory."
Gail Burry, president of the
Lake County Education Association
said, ''If you read literature from a
numberof national organizations anywhere from the Christian Coalition to
Focus on the Family, you will see that
all of the issues they're talking about
have surfaced in Lake County.
"I don't think anyone could
make the assumption that this is just
a Lake County phenomenon. There
definitely is a tie-in to a larger national opinion about what should be
happening in the schools." Support-

ersofthe policy say the controversy
is a manifestation of anger by the
teacher's union, which lost its influence on the school board when Hart,
Pearson and Ramsey took charge.
Since that time, a raise for the
county's teachers was vetoed in favor of a $40 per year reduction in
property taxes. Additionally, the
board opposed a Headstart program
which the union had supported.
Richard Langely, a former
state senator, will argue the case on
the grounds that it is within the
board's constitutional power to
adopt such a policy. If that approach
fails, Jay Seculow will defend the
board's First Amendment right to
pass such a policy.
A preliminary hearing for the
lawsuit was set for August 24, but it
was postponed. A new hearing date
has not yet been scheduled.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:

•
IS IT TAKING YOU LONGER TO EARN YOUR

- .

BACHELOR'S DEGREE

..

•

THAN YOU HAD PLANNED?
Perhaps you've encountered obstacles while trying to gain.
access to courses and degree programs, or you've discovered
that some of the courses you have taken will not count toward
your current degree requirements, or perhaps you've extended your time in college for financial reasons, or you've decided to change your major . . . . . .
We are examining the effect of current state policies on the
time required for students to earn a Bachelor's degree. To
make sure that we have identified ALL the reasons that affect
the time required, we want to hear from you.
Please call 1-800-651-2814. Leave us your name and address
and we will contact you by mail.

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
CAPITOL

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32399-1100
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Need a roommate? Need to sell something?
Fulue classifieds. Cheap. 823-8054

Innovation is keyword in student housing
by DIANA SMITH
College Press Service

•

At one cooperative house
at Stanford University, residents
are known to explore "less clothed
states of being," while another
accommodates the needs of vegetarian students.
Cooperative houses, once
all the rage in the early 1970s, are
regaining popularity in the 1990s,
although for different reasons.
With thehighcostoftuition,room
and board, more college students
today are seeking alternative
housing that fits their budgets as
well as their lifesty Jes and academic pursuits.
"This is the '90s, and stu:..
dents are scraping," acknowledges Theresa Johnson of the
Stanford News Bureau.
The residents also think cooperative houses are more fun
than dorm living. "We take a lot
of pride ir.. the house," said Ann
Luetkemeyer, a senior American
Studies major who has lived at
the Enchanted Broccoli Forest for
three years along with 51 other
graduate and undergraduate students. About half the residents
are vegf'tarian.
"We all take turns cooking
and cleaning; we have live bands
every other Wednesday night. Everything is entirely student-run."
In most cooperative houses,
students pay a lower fee per se-

mester or quarter for food and utilities than they would in regular
dorms or apartments. They share
rooms and facilities and pitch in
on common chores such as cooking and cleaning. At Stanford, the
cost runs about $450 per quarter,
about one-third of what dormitory
food service would cost.
"That's a big draw, and I
think our food is just as good, or
better, thanyou'dgetin most campus dorms," Luetkemeyer said.
The result is a Ii ving arrangement that encourages independence while fostering responsibility to carry out chores as promised. In a cooperative house, you
don't "forget" to cook dinner without incurring the wrath of fellow
residents.
Other universities have also
created or endorse the concept of
"affinity" houses for students of
similar backgrounds or academic
pursuits who need the support such
housing provides.
For instance, Dartmouth
College, which has the highes~percentage of Native-American enrollment in the nation, has a Native-American house where students live in a culturally supportive atmosphere, said Alex Huppe,
directorofDartmouth'sNewsService.
Cultural and ethnic theme
houses have become important in
recent years. Going away to colle e is difficult enou h for the

GRAND OPENING

average student, and living with
others who have similar backgrounds and experiences can help
ease the transition.
In addition, some traditional
sororities and fraternities are
changing to accommodate new
lifestyle needs. Some previously
all-male and all-female clubs are
going co-ed and creating their own
cooperative houses, Huppe said.
"I guess that rather than being
patriarchies and matriarchies,
they're panarchies," he said.
Most major universities also
have acknowledged the value of
having students with similar interests or backgrounds living in
the same dormitory floor or in the
same building.
For example, at Florida State
University in Tallahassee, FL,
women majoring in science, math
and engineering have a dormitory
floor on which they can elect to
live. Women in math and science
have a high incidence of switching to other fields or dropping out.
Living in a supportive environmentis important, said Rita Moser,
director of housing.
Other dorms at the FSU
campus have been set aside solely
for honors and scholarship students, transfer students and to
emphasize multiculturalism.
The Southern Scholarship
Foundation sponsors about 350

see HOUSING, page 4
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Featuring:
•Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka •Soups & salads
• Roasted Potatos •. Spinach pies • Deli Sandwiches

BEST BUYS FOR A COLLEGE BUDGET:
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Ro,sted Chicken
I I
I

$1.50 OFF

I
with purchase of a whole I
chicken & a side order. I
I
I
Limit $3.00 per coupon. Not valid w/ . I

I
I
I

$2.99
Special Offer

Choose 1 of our most popular
lentrees, 1/4 chicken platterJ

cypriana, Gyro I
II chicken
limit 2 persons per coupon.
I
Not valid w/ any other offers.

any other offers.
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FOREVER EYES OPTICAL
"The Place For Eyes"

$39

$65

COMPREHENSIVE
EYE EXAM

COMPREHENSIVE
EYE EXAM
and

Cataract Exam
Glaucoma Test
Softmate B
(Daily Wear)

FREE

Vision*
Screening
•Adjustments
•Minor Repairs

359-0937

CONTACT LENS
EXAM
Cataract Exam
Glaucoma Test
. Fitting and Follow Up

$49
COMPLETE
SINGLE VISION
EYEGLASSES
Includes:
Plastic lenses up to
+/-400. Choose from
our special selection

Back to school specials!!
Student & Faculty Discounts w/ UCF ID
$20 off complete eyeglasses**

Great Contact Lens prices!!
Softmate B (Daily Wear) - $29.00/pair
Cibasoft colors (Enhancing colors) - $59.00/pair
Acuvue/Surevue (Di~posable)
3 month supply - $40.00
4

89 Alafaya Woods Blvd., Oviedo, Fl. 32765
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*A vision screening is limited and will not detect all eye
problems. A screening is not a substitute for a complete
eye exam. Yearly exams are recommended. A vision
screening will not result in a prescrition for glasses or
contact lenses.
**Excluding Specials. Minimum Purchase of $99.00
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Coed roommates no big deal at some college dorms
HOUSING, from page 3

students in 21 cooperative houses
in Florida - 13 at FSU, six at the
University of Florida in
Gainesville and one at BethuneCookman College in Daytona
Beach - for students who
wouldn ' t otherwise be able to afford college. The program, which
began in 1949, gives students free
rooms at the houses.
Students are assessed about
$500 per semester for utilities,
food and other supplies. The annual savings is about $3,000 for
each student.
"Most of our students work
part time while attending school.
Many are totally self-supporting.
Thus, with this significant reduction in cost, a college education is
placed within the earning capacity of well-motivated students who

Like it or not, UFOs
are.visiting Earth,
speaker says
UFO, from page 1
''Whether we accept it or not,
aliens are contacting us," Friedman
said. ''We may as well educate ourselves and be prepared."
Students and faculty both
seemed to enjoy Friedman's intellectual yet humorous lecture.
''I wasn't sure if it was going to
be a serious lecture or not, but I actually learned things I was notawareof,"
said Rob Johansen, a business administration major.

are willing to work for an education," according to fl. Southern
Scholarship Foundation brochure.
One major difference between the foundation's cooperative houses and those in California is that Florida houses are segregated by sex - no coed living.
That's a difference from
coed houses such as those at
Stanford, where men and women
can be roommates if they choose.
"It's no big deal," Luetkemeyer
said.
"We have about fouror five
mixed-gender rooms, and of those,
only one could be called a couple.
The rest are just good friends. It
would be silly not to let them
room together."
Like other major universities, Stanfo rd also has affinity
hou ses for students who are
American Indian, African-Ameri-

can, Asian-American and Mexican-American.
The University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma, WA, recently
established a Women's House,
where a small group of female
students live and special programs
focusing on women are conducted.
Suggestions for future events include a self-defense class, a clothing drive for women's shelters, a
poetry reading and a speaker on
women's health issues.
The Women's House is not
used to belittle men, although
some students may have that impression, the Puget Sound Trail
reported.
"We' re not here to bash men.
We're here to enlighten and educate the whole campus ," said Julie
Davidson, a house resident.
A similar theme house for
men also is under discussion.

'Al' JO•'£s>
BACK TO SCHOOL
S'PECIAL
FULL SETS $25.00
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
9465 E. COLONIAL DR. STE 109

384-0032

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'am Dr. George Y.arko , D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treat·
ments and comfortable care for over eight years.
And I'd like you to experience my personalized -·
care, too. So please accept my offer for a
,
complete dental exam for only $24, an $89
value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. students with Valid I.D.

$24 complete dental exam and consulta~ion
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken •Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
·for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
.(all today, because this offer ends 12/30/94

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental lmphmt P rnsth·~ tics
Member: Am cncan Dental Association
Academy of General Dentistry. Academy ror
Sports Dentistry. Florida Denu.I Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Society
Team Dentist: University of Central Florida ~:...

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial DriYe, Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Abfaya Tr.)

It Is our o ffice policy th a t the patient and an}' o the r person respon si ble ror pay ment has the right to refu se to pay , cancel payment, or be rei mbursed for raymenl fo r

responding to the advertiseme nt for the free, di scounted fee, or reduced fee service, e.xamination, or treatme nt.

Pou·er Macintosh" 7100/66 81250 ,
wl'lh CD-RO/of, Apple' Multiple Sc.an 15 Display,
AppleDesig1i Ke]·board and mouse. Only $2,550.00.

Pou·er Macintosh" 7100166 81250,
Macintosh' Color DisplaJ;AppleDesign·
K11yboard and mouse. 01161 $2,325.00.

With Apple's special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh:
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa; which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple PowerBook" or the Power

Call 282-2101

.mr o the r service, ~:...:aminati o n , or lrc:.ttmenl "''h k h is pcrfo rmc.'Cf as .i J"(•sull of . rnd within i2

Macintosh' Performa- 636 81250
u·Hh CD-R0,11, Apple' Color Plus 14· Display,
AppleDruign· Keyboard and mouse. Only $1,675.00.

MacintoshN- the world's fastest Mac~ And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to
l •'
discover the power all college students need.The power to be your best~

Appie .

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
© 1994 Apple (,omputer, /11c All ngbts resen.ed Ap{Jle, tbe Apple logo, Jfacmlasb, ,tfaantosh Quadra. Performa. Pou·erlJook and "The /JOU'f!r lo be your best· are registered trademarks ofApple (,ompuler, !11c. AW{eDes1gn. Mac and Pou:er Jfacf11/osb aretrademarks of APfi/e<:cmputer, /nc.
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Ethnic pride (please
get off my ancestors)
It seems everyone today is trying to get back to their roots.
They're either changing their names or their wardrobes,
trying to recapture whatever was wrongfully taken or cast
aside in favor of some other fickle "cause." No matter what
the reason, however, ethnic pride and awareness is still a bone
of contention between many. Yuppies run naked through the
woods, releasing primal screams getting back iff touch with
their roots. Not far off in a sinkhole now known as a nature
preserve, a group of overweight housewives performs some
not-so-ancientritual out of Ladies Home Journal to bond with
mother nature. Across the country, various self-help groups
and historical societies attempt to find some vague connection
with their past, as if that would give justification for their
seemingly insignificant lives.
Others wish to use the argument of past racial prejudice to
justify their actions of the here and now. Granted, their cause
and ideals may be just, and equality is still just a word in
Webster's Dictionary, but the hollow cry for reparation most
often falls on deaf ears. Few in today's "Me" generation want
any sort of connection to some past blame. They are already
too busy dealing with the inner trauma of never getting a pony
for their 13tb birthday.
There are still even more who, although curious to their
past, desire no real connection beyond trivial information
printed on a toilet paper roll. To those without a notable past,
they are left to be clumped in some pigmented stereotype in
a box on the application for their next job.
It is seemingly human nature to find something that sets
people apart from one another. Whether religion, ancestral
background, or sexual preference, everyone wants a reason to
think they're unique. Sadly, though, all too many dull-witted
bigots and paranoid leaders also want to use these differences
as justification .for driving wedges between differing beliefs
and skin tones. The masses are continually pulled by the nose
from prejudice to prejudice,just looking for something to feel,
even if it is only hate.
What is to bedone?Is the mold already cast and unchangeable? Is society as a whole doomed to the future of a, race war,
spilling precious blood over the tombs and graves of our
ancestors? I hope not. There are many already moving into
positions of power with different ideas. In a few years, we will
be there also. It is our duty to remember what has happened in
the past, to look back at all the former atrocities and say to each
other, "Never again wil I so many die for such a hollow cause."
We have to put aside the fear and pain of the past and try to
build a better world where such things will only be tales told
to frighten children.
Chad Brunner
Opinion Editor
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Guess what-- the ozone layer is here to stay
Like almost everyone else, I
for many years believed that the ozone
layer around our beloved earth was
disappearing. How could I not? Television, newspapers, and magazines
all reported one story after another
about how the layer of the atmo.r
sphere that protects us from the harmful ultraviolet rays was rapidly disappearing as the result of chlorofluorocarbons.
Then I did something that not many other people have
done. I decided to actually learn the facts instead of taking
the word of some scientist being interviewed on World
News Tonight as gospel. Ironically, I learned that while
the majority of opinions hold that the ozone layer is
disappearing, the facts seem to indicate otherwise.
Think of it this way- the ozone layer is like an ocean.
It ebbs, and it flows. Just like an ocean is shallower at low
tide, the ozone layer is also less dense at
times. Of course, the tide eventually comes in
and the water level rises - and so will the
density of the ozone layer.
Unlike the ocean, however, the ozone
layer takes several decades to complete its
cycle. It takes about 20 years for it to go
"out," and another20for it to come back "in."
Understandably , when scientists report that
the amount of ozone in the upper atmosphere
h~~ decreased substantially over the last 10 or
so years, people get alarmed. What's not
being said, however, is that if you look at the density of the
ozone layer over a 40 year period, these kinds of fluctuations are completely normal.
As for the well-publicized hole in the layer over
Antarctica, yes, there is a hole. Yes, it's getting bigger.
And, yes, the hole was bigger in the 1950s than it is now,
which shows that the density of the ozone layer changes
with time. As for why the ho leis over Antarctica, the layer
is always less dense at the southern polar extreme.
All sorts of misinformation and scientific inaccuracies
abound on this subject, yet people continue to buy into them
without question. Think about it for yourself. Do you believe
the ozone layer is disappearing? Do you believe this because
you've studied reports done on the subject, read scientific
opinion on both sides of the issue and looked at the related
facts, or do you believe it because everyone else seems to?
The matter of the "disappearing" ozone layer has also
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created one of the biggest environmental ironies of all time.
For the last decade or so, environmentalists have been pushing
for the banning of coolants like Freon, which contains "ozone
damaging" CFCs. Freon, however, is a non-toxic, non-corrosive chemical that will do minimal damage to the environment
if spilled. Most of the alternatives to Freon, while CFC-free,
are toxic and corrosive, and will cause much greater damage
if spilled.
Perhaps the greatest irony of all, though, can be seen in the
advertising pages in magazines like Time. A recent Chrysler
Motors ad, which features a hole in the sky and a frightened
penguin looking up, touts that Chrysler is so concerned
about the environment thatit will no longer
use Freon in its air conditioning systems.
It makes a cute ad, I suppose (so cute I've
seen posters of the ad for sale at $8), but it
also makes me enraged.
Sometimes I really wonder how the
copy writers at the ad agencies w~o produce these kinds of ads for Chrysler, Exxon,
Chevron, etc. live with themselves. How
could a company that fought so hard against
the 1977 Environmental Protection Agency
regulation requiring catalytic converters on
all cars actually expect someone to think they care about the
environment? Because they spend money publishing ads with
cute little birds, I guess.
Seriously, though, the end result is that gullible people
think that Chrysler executives really do feel bad that their
company is responsible for thousands of tons of pollution
every year, and the myth of the disappearing ozone layer is
spread even further. No one wants to see the cute little
penguins get hurt, and more people join the ranks of those who
want to get rid of Freon and replace it with some toxic
alternative.
I definitely consider myself an environmentalist. Recycling, protection of forests, and conservation of resources are
certainly just causes to strive for. But when it comes to the
ozone layer, at least learn the full details before making a
decision. If you don't, you may end up doing more harm than
good.
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School prayer in steallh mode
r;;ijfl'n

Recently, a school system in Georgia near Atlanta suspended
a teacher for standing up for his constitutional rights. Specifically,
((JI
he lectured during a state-ordered "moment of silence" at the
begining of each school day. The teacher contends that this ·
EVER
GIN IVIODERATION
moment is an attempt to bring back mandatory prayer into the
public schools, an action which the Supreme Court has ruled
unconstitutional. The state of Georgia says that this allegation
could not be further from the truth. The purpose, according to the it would be an overreaction on his part. However, it serves no.
state, is to allow students a moment of reflection before all the purpose.IftheStateofGeorgiacanproveotherwisethroughfacts,:
pressures of the day set in. Students are not required to pray, just research and documentation let them d so. It i ~just not possible. :
to be silent So, this becomes a question. Is this teacher overreact- Therefore, the only logicalcoms ofactioni to repeal the mandate:
ing, or is it yet another attempt by the religious right to impose its and save the taxpayers of Georgia money fighting a case that will
lose anyway.
beliefs on the rest of the world?
Since this has affected the students as well as the teai her, what
Undoubtedly, someone conceived this moment of silence as
has
theirreaction
been?Notswprisingly, many say that they don't
a way to bring prayer back into the schools. Well, here's a little
any
harm
in
it and are indifferent. Several students voiced
see
wake up call. Prayer never left public schools! Students who want
support
for
the
teacher,
while others said that they did not see any
to pray in school still do, even when it is not forced upon them by
point
to
this
moment
of
silence.
Out of all the students in the class,
some religious realot with delusions of morality. However, that's
onlyonefeltconstrainedbytheteacherbecauseshe''reallywanted
just not good eriough for these fanatics. They don't see anything
wrong with forcing their beliefs on your kids, but if the school to pray." So, why didn't she? Maybe ~he was feeling the urge to
system mandated bowing to the East a few times per day (as speak in tongues and roll around on the floor like all good religious
calisthenics, of course), these lame brains would be screaming freaks do. So, if the students don't have any use for this moment,
then why is it necessary? It all goes back to people wanting to
religious discrimination at the top of their lungs.
control
our thoughts and actions. That is where the real harm to our •
As for the teacher, was his violation ofthis decree a justified
action or an overreaction? He feels that his class time is too children lies.
There is a singular benefit from this case for these Georgia
valuable to squander on this nonsense. Citing separation ofchurch
and state, this educator feels that he is standing up for his rights students. As a result of this teacher's actions, they are getting to
under the Constitution. After being suspended by the school for witness first hand what the Constitution of the United States is all As she gazed into the mirror, Sally realized that the kids
failuretocomply,heinfonnedtheprincipalthathewouldcontinue about, as well as the legal process involved in protecting those at school weren't teasing ... she was, indeed, a cow.
to ignore this moment of silence. The case is headed to court and rights. Not only are we guaranteed the freedom of religion, but we
are also guaranteed the freedom FROM religion. To that, I can
the teacher is still out of the classroom.
However, this teacher is very much in the right; If the students only add a heartfelt, "Amen." Please drop mea fewjmndred bucks
were receiving some sort of benefit from this moment of silence, before God calls me home.
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Aristotle, meet Mr. Ed: ducks and DOliticians
There they go again, those silly politicians. One could
almost believe that achieving the highest degree of voter
apathy possible is a career goal for them. As election time
nears once more, we ready ourselves again for the unsavory task of choosing new leaders. We know all about the
arguments that the candidates aren't really talking about
the "issues that matter," the negative campaigning, the
irrelevant sideshow topics and the constant mudslinging.
During an election year, boredom and frustration are
endemic to voters, while politicians exude panic and
mock the entire process. What's a voter to do?
A once-great journalist, Dan Rather, once said, "If it
walks like a duck, swims like a duck and quacks like a
duck, well, then you got a duck." Now, before all of you
out there start thinking that I'm going to reduce the whole
of politics to some simplistic, "Life is like a box of
candies," folksy kind of wisdom, guess again. I believe
something like, "A horse is a horse," would be more
appropriate. A horse is a horse, of course, and that's the
point. A duck is not a horse. Dan Rather is not a duck.
Rather, Dan Rather is Dan Rather and that's right, Dan, a
duck is a duck. (Somebody stop me.) I'd rather not talk
about ducks. I'm here to talk about politics ... and Mr. Ed.
If Aristotle were alive during the 20th century, I don't
know if he would have liked the Mr. Ed show, but I do
think he would have liked the show's theme. After all,
Aristotle did postulate the axiom, "A is A" Philosophy
majors out there required to read Aristotle might recognize this as the Law of Identity. It states that everything in
existence has a definable identity-a something that makes
it what it is. An entity cannot possess contradictory characteristics; it cannot assume more than one identity simultaneously. Simply put, a horse is a horse.
Mr. Ed was no ordinary horse, however. Yes, that's
right, he was a talking horse! So, if we were to apply
Aristotle's Law of Identity to Mr. Ed, we would have to
find a new name for talking horses, to distinguish them
from other, non-speaking horses. (Incidentally, I know
what I would call Mr. Ed-a bastard, that's what. He talks
only to Wilbur, who becomes excited because he thinks
he's going to get rich in discovering the world's only
talking horse. When Wilbur goes to show everyone, Mr.
Ed plays dumb and makes Wilbur look like a blithering
idiot! If I were Wilbur, I would have threatened to shoot
the sonovabitch and send him straight to the glue factory.

Please forgive me, I digress.)
-Consider this: We hear, almost every day, references to
conservatives and liberals. If we say that a politician is
conservative, then we mean that he is one who wishes to
keep the status quo. Note that the term does not convey any
ideological meaning whatsoever, but only connotes. A
conservative in one country may be different from a conservative in another, depending on the prevailing political
system. There are conservative communists, capitalists,
socialists, republicans and even democrats. Ideologically,
the term conservative is useless, but yet it persists. Why?
Nowadays, a politician can't commit him or herself to
any single ideology. Today's politicians are the "new
worlders" who feel it is their duty to consider all the "isms"
in order to acquire an informed opinion. It's not that
politicians are afraid of alienating, let's say, the socialists
by extolling the virtues of capitalism. Politicians are more
afraid of alienating voters who, for the most part, are
against "isms" as such. Ours is an intellectual climate
where many consider the phrase, "political facts" as a
contradiction in terms. We are drowning in a sea of arbitrarily held opinions, a morass of "pro"-this and "anti"-that.
Politicians have learned the usefulness of believing in
nothing in particular, and voters have assumed the responsibility that comes from worshipping a vacuum.
It might be difficult to see what ducks, Aristotle, Mr.
Ed, and Dan Rather have to do with politics. You see,
Aristotle postulated "A is A" to help man identify reality.
What is reality? Everything is, including politicians. "A is
A" is there to remind us of the nature of reality when reality
seems so complex as to defy identification. I can't say that
talking horses are extinct, because I can say with certainty
that they never existed. I have yet to come up with a name
for a principled politician (as opposed to the ones we are
used to), but I'll let you know when I see one. I hope that
they are for real.

Got a problem with an opinion? Let us know! Letters should be.amaximum of300 words,
and include the author's signature, phone number and major. Letters can be sent to: The
Central Fl01ida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817, or faxed to (407) 8239495, or brought to our office between l 0 am. and 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri.
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"Sliced bread! Why, this is the greatest invention
since ... well since ... well, ever I guess!"
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2 BED/2 BATH CONDO, UNFURNISH ED $650 PER MO.
1 BED/1 BATH CONDO, UN FURWESLEY FOUNDATION
NISH ED $485 PER MO.
United Methodist Campus
2 BED/2 BATH COMPLETELY
Ministry
FURNISHED CONDO$ 950 PER
Student Center Room 206, 823- MO.
5335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 ALL WITHIN 1 TO 8 MILES FROM
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
UCF.
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible PLEASE CALL L.A. REAL ESTATE
..
St udY oppo rt unities
679-2998
and much more!
Townhouse for Rent, 2b/2b, 2 story,
Steve Binkley, Director
w/d, AC, lawn service, $525 mo.,
Call 823-5335 for more informa- $300 dep. First &last mo rent. Avail.
tion.
All Welcome!
Oct. 1st, call 438-8764
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INFO

September 6, 1994

FUNDRAISING
Washer & Dryer from $85. RefrigPERSONAL TRAINING
Choose from 3 different fun.draisers erator from $125. Microwaves from Exercise program development,
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Invest- $50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail. trength and aerobic conditioning.
ment. Earn$$$ for your group plus Appliance Recyclers 327-3777
UCF Student special. 380-3792
personalcashbonusesforyourself.
PrivateScholarshipsWaitForYou!!
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext 65
Wedding Dress. Satin and Pearls. Personal Computer Match! GuaranPoster Placer: responsible to place Tea lenght, fits dress size 8 or 1O. teed. Cal! 1 (800) 807-6828 For Apposters in stores/restaurants. Moti- Orig. $375 · Selling for $95
/ · Davids plication
vated. $7/hr + Gas + Bonus. Car Bridal. Call 897 -53 28
1--------------1
req. Call Alex 1-800-852-6250
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
House - UCF/Rouse Rd, 3/2, 2020 CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Yardwork (mowing & weeding):
d
t
0 I d
. t
. sq. ft . 4 months new! Loaded with Loretta at 256-1140
own own ran o, pnva e resi- extras, great location. $119,500.
dence. About 2 days per month. 380-3792
Excellent hrly wage. Call 894-0139 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Little Caesars: F/P management
positions avail. Opportunity for caApt. for rent $200, per mo. Fur- reer advancement. Tuition reimToe Kwon Do Club
Co-ed beginners class forming. nished room, ~ool,. washer/dryer, bursement program. Cantact Keith
Open house9-8. In multipurpose TV, Ref., ~O mm dnve. from UCF. (407) 426-2334
room, education building. For de- Non-smoking, responsible person ......G_u_e_s_t--S-e-rv--R-e-p-.--H-rl-y
Chinese prefered. Call Wenvi Zhao
ta .ils call 671-3 667
+Comm.Bilingual helpful. Sell at·
1--------------1 644-1073 (Iv msg ) after 6:30 pm traction tickets, make reservations.
CHI ALPHA
Exp. pref. but will train outgoing, self
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
motivated ind1·v. 363-0401
A LOVING COMMUNITY OF
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS
Must be 18 or older. Pass HRS
Sponsored by the Assembly of Assemblyworkers wanted. Earn up screening req. Possess HRS cert.
God
to $7/hr. Close to UCF. Warehouse of training or obtain this cert. within
MEETS MON. 7:30 PM, STUenviroment. Callfordetails671-6000 1 1/2 yrs of employment. Possess
DEt JT CENTER 214
Models wanted for promotional Ad. cert. in First-Aid and CPR or obtain
Male & Femal. New models each this cert. within 3 mo of employALL WELCOME - MUSIC week. Call Carla 328-8373. A Con- ment. Prior exp. working w/school
REFRESHMENTS-FUN
are children a plus. Apply to: City of
For info call David M. 774-0777 sumer Concepts Promotion
Hostess/Waitpersons/Dishwasher- Maitland, Personnel Dept. 1776 InApply at Dragon Court Restaurant. dependence Lane. Mtl. Fl. 32751
Ask for Jackie (359-1888)

------------1

TYP16T6

Queen Size Bed-European Style,
black wooden frame, box spring & K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1 .50 678-6735
mattress in 1, cushion liner & spare i------------~
fr incl. $280. Call Johnny 382-1761 Professional typing in my home allow
metooffermyservicesatveryresonabl
rates. Term papers, reports, resumes,
coverletters,etc. Foryourconvenience,
I have a FAX, so your drafts can
faxed, saving you a delivery trip. CAL
Dodge Colt '84, 4 sp, 99kmi, runs 645-0880 I'
1
h
11
· m on Ya P one ca away.
great, $600 OBO. Call 382-7412
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
'87 Ford Tempo, black wired interior, 2dr, 5sp,AC, AM/FM. Very Since 1986 for all your student
strong engine. Only $999. Call 382- needs. IBM and laser equip. Sameday serviceavail. We've moved. Call
5518
for info. 277-9600
A + Typing and Word Processing
Quality work! Quick results!
Call today! (407) 366-7123
Fast Accurate & Next to Campus!
RESUMES - Waters looking rough? Call Cherie for your typing needs
Your ship has come in! $5 and up. 359-9203
Laser printing. S.S. Resumes 6572920

TELEMARKETER. Glamour Shots
High Fashion Photography , Fashion Square Mall, seeks aggressive,
.
.
. -----------upbeat individuals to book appoint- Large hght brown couch w/s1de chair
Christian Man, 31, seeks similiar
ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed (to~ cond) $65, s?ft d?wns, stuffed
NEED FINANCIAL AID FOR
wage or commission bonus. Will white leather chair (mint cond)$75,
. COLLEGE
. woman, 25-33 for deep, meaningful
Roommate needed to share 2br/ train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898 _7954 19' Magnavox color TV (w/ remote) Personah~ed computer search will relationship. I am intelligent, secure,
2ba apartment in Curry Ford/S. ask for Robin or D.J.
w/entertainment stand $190, 13" helpyoufmdmoneyforcollege. Call gentle, and of good morals. Write
·semoran area. $250 mo, plus 1/2 - - - - - - - - - - - - c o l o r ADC-TV (w/remote $75. For 365-0609 ext 112 for a recorded me at 3509 Needles Dr., Orlando,
util. Call Chuck at 282-8654
Responsible person needed for more info please call 657-5518
message
Fl. 3281 o if interested.
M/F roommate wanted for Oct. 1, Child care in my Longwood home.
$200 , own bedroom, nice little M-F, 8:30-4:00 for 14 month old
house, 6 miles from UCF, Washer/ and 4 year old. Tell me about yourself! Send to:
Dryer incl. Call Jules 366-7825

PR prof'I seeks female to share
expenses of house near campus.
Beatiful subdivision .with pool, volleyball, tennis, etc. Call 380-6946

r-========;;;;;======------==--====--========:i.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE???

Resident
. P.O. Box 162175
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32716

GET THE RIGHT ONE ON TH
FIRST TRY!! USE THE DISCREE t-------------u
COMPUTER MATCHING SYSTEM! Wanted. Part-timeassistanttowork
ROOMMATE HUNTERS 895-080 with a disabled individual with exerOR 1-800-814-2492
cise program in the evening hours.
N/S Male to share 2/2 duplex w/ Call John 678-1729
same. 15 mins from UCF $250/mo +
util. Call
_
Athletic, energetic people. Must be
112
677 4734
1---------------1
in good shape, no fear of heights, or
Female roommate needed. $218 + climbing . Also hiring person with
1/2 util, close to UCF. I ride my bike D.J. abilities. Personality is a must.
!oclass.Pleasecall381-3783.Move Apply in person at 5905 lnternam ASAP
tional Dr. Inquire at purple building.
Accepting applications 6pm-9pm.
(407) 293-3678 or (407) 248-8449

AF ROTC

CAN YOU HEAR
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING?

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
Sublease modern 1 Bdrm Apt, W/D home. All materials provided. Send
incl. 1m from UCF. $490, no dep. SASE to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe,
!Call Jo_hn 382-1761
KS 66051

YOU
are needed

CAN
you be available Mon, Wed 11:00-4:00?

BE
our production assistant

THE
FUTURE

Central Florida Future needs you
rail Russ at 823-8054. Paid position!

800,000 students in America
graduated without a job in 1993.
DON T BE A STATISTIC!
1

Guarantee your job after graduation. Ask Major Mack
about the unique opportunities in AFROTC.
Biology Building Rm 306, 823-1247

--

Send submissions to:
Implosion, 12243
University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817.

Attention art and English
majors, and other creative
types. Implosion: A
Journal of the Bizarre and
Eccentric, a new, highquality literary publication,
is currently looking for
works of short fiction, art,
poetry and photography.

.§For more information,

call 823-8054 and leave
a message for Cynthia.
Hurry, deadline for
ission is Friday,

The best work
submitted will "receive a
cash prize of $100.
Scheduled for publication
later this fall, Implosion will be no ordinary
magazine. We are looking for works of a more
exotic, avante-garde nature than your average
college rag. Any rambling love poems Will be
stomped on.
A publication of The Central Florida Future, Inc.
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August, 5eptember, oetober 1994
TIME

SUNDAY

MONDAY

4:00AM
7:00 AM

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

•

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

TIME

WUCFJazz

7:00 AM

Music through the Night
Recxxd Shelf

4:00 AM

WUCFMomng

Momng
7:55AM
8:00 AM

On Books
aubdelSol

8:15 AM
9:00 AM

Sport and Society

Quirks ard

Letter from America

Audiophile

Quarks

America & 1he World

Audition

Hisparic Show

8:00 AM
8:15 AM
9:00 AM

- .

Perfonnance

11:00AM
12:00 PM

Musicci

12:30 PM

the Emerald Isle

1:00 PM

Tua

India~

Show

2:00 PM

Jau on the Beach

Today

11:00 AM

BBC Outlook

12:00 PM

New Letters on the A"tr

RcberVJames Exchange

Softwar&'Hardtalk

American Reader

12:30 PM

&xrldprint

Wade ii

The Italian

TheJe'Msh

Dialogue

1:00 PM

Crossroads

the Water

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

NPRWocid

1:30 PM

E-Town

Afropcp workfiMde

Braziian Hol.I'

Sandy Bradley's Potluck

Rhytlvn Revue

of Opera

2:00 PM
3:00 PM

'M.JCFin the
The Bluegrass Show

Afternoon

5:00 PM
5:51 PM

Sport and Society

On Books

6:00 PM

Folk~er

Jazz Aft9' Hours

7:00 PM

The Blues Show

Prime Time Jazz

Blues Before

4:00 PM

Sunrisa

5:00 PM

(alter the opera)

5:51 PM

Bluesoo

7:00 PM

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

Saturday

9:00 PM
10:00 PM

8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Reggae Reflections

Four Queens Jazz

Jazz from Lincoln Center

Riverwalk Jazz

11:00 PM
12:00 AM

10:00 AM

NPRPla~

3:00 PM
4:00 PM

Teen
Nation

BBC Newshour

10:00 AM

1:30 PM

Cleveland City Club Forum

7:55 AM

Jazz.sat

McPatt!and's Piano Jazz

Bluesstage

10:00 PM

LMngin

Knight Roat .

11:00 PM

Knight Rock
Knight Rcx:X

the~

2:00 AM

-

4:00 AM

12:00AM
2:00 AM
4:00 AM

• "EARTH AND SKr airs Monday through Friday _a t 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.
•• NPR NEWSBREAKS are provided Monday through Friday at 7:01, 8:01, _
10:01 & 11:01 am, and at 12:01, 1:012:01 & 3:01pm.
-

89.9 NEWS & SPORTS airs during WUCF in the Attemoon. Newsbreaks air at 3:26, 3:56, 4:26, 4:56, 5:26 and 5:56, Sportsbreaks air at 3:50, 4:15, 4:50 and 5:15
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want,

whenever I want.
...

I

need to spend time

TaLkin .<

with people
who matter to me without
spending my life savings.

I

upPort -

need customer · _

that keeps the same
hours r do.
That's why I need the
convenience and "V.Alue
of my •cus Service _and the
crisp clear quality of AT&T.
I

I

l
~

a

. t;lj

~-

~-

~

Campus Residents call _I• 800 • 445 • 6063
It's all part of the AT&T Campus Advantage:m

~. AT&T

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ·

HE .HOLY BIBLE: NOT JUST IN CHURCH ANYMO E
FROM SHAKESPEARE TO U2,
College Press Service

W

-alkingon water. The forbidden fruit. The troubles ofJob. Conquering Goliath.
Increasingly, college students
are finding themselves stumped by
such well-known biblical references.
AlthoughtheBiblehasbeencalledthe
single most influential book in the
history of Western culture, many academicians say it seems to be unfamiliar territory to more and more college
students.
'What some would consider
basic elements of our culture, many
students simply don't know," says
Benjamin Wright, assistant professor
ofreligion studies atLeHigh University in Bethlehem, PA. 'While they
may have heard ofa reference, such as
David and Goliath, in a non-contextual way, if you ask them to tell the
story to you, they can't."
"Students are appallingly ignorant about the Bible," says Jay Holstein, the J.J. Mallon Professor ofJudaic Studies at the University oflowa
in Iowa City.
Academics say an increasingly
large number of students become lost
when they encounter biblical references in their coursework and day-today life. Without a basicknowledgeof
the stories in the New and Old Testaments, students have a difficult time
understanding literary allusions in
Moby Dick and even in lyrics of U2
songs.
''Forcertain, withoutsornetraining in what is called religious studies,
students will have absolute gaps in
their knowledge and academic sense
of literature, art and law in Western
civilization," says Holstein, who
teaches between 8 and 10 courses that
deal either specifically or implicitly
with the Bible.
''The biblical tradition is important and essential to the developmentofWesternculture," saysMichael
Coogan, professorofreligious studies
at Stonehill College in Boston and coeditorofThe Oxford CompanionBible
(University Press, 1993). "You can't
understand the various traditions of
our society without some knowledge
ofthe stories and history of the Bible."
English professors say they can
no longer assume students will comprehend the nearly limitless number
of religious allusions found in literature, including such classics as John
Milton's Paradise Lost, William
Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!, the
p0ems of T.S. Elliot or the works of
William Shakespeare.
M. Katherine McGrory says
she recently found that only halfof the
students enrolled in her "Poetry in
Drama" class at Georgetown University said they had any familiarity with
the Bible.
''The class focused quite a bit
on Yeats, who uses a lot of biblical
imagery," says McGrory, who is also
executive director of the Society of
Values in Higher Education, a nonsectarian, non-profit society of scholars in Washington.
Most students' knowledge of
the Bible before entering college is
restricted to what they learned in the
home, church, synagogue or in religious education classes, say educators. McGrory also points out that
today's diverse student body is corn-

TI~E

SCRIPTURE VASTLY INFLUENCES MODERN ART

be accused of just preaching. By dents led Wright to open the course
focusing on1y on the intellectual na- this summer to all students.
''You can use the Bible for
ture of the texts, students could miss
"how wonderful and awful it is to be devotion and draw inspiration from
its drama, its insight into the human
a human being."
''I try to show that the Bible is condition, its ordinariness, it:s mysa creation of artists of the first rank," tery," says Wright, "and sometimes
explains Holstein, who says he asks you can read it like a good airport
students to pay attention to the nu- novel. Why doesn't God know
ances and details of the text, just as where to find Adam and Eve? Why
they would a work of Ernest does the prophet Elijah wonder if
Hemingway or the god Ba' al is off somewhere rethe ma.
HermanMelville. lieving himself?"
jority of all college
"It
is
"I want students to learn to
freshmen, 82.2 perequally
important
argue
from the text, not just spout
cent, reported having
to
show
these
stoopinions,"
he adds.
attended religious services ''frequently" or
ries are our stories," he says.
ne student who took
"occasionally" during
"They are about Wright's class says it helped him
the past year, the
relationships be- understand a passage in his English
UCLA survey says.
tween lust and class in which Shakespeare likens
"A Gallup poll
love, the inevita- Othello to Job. "I never would have
a few years back stated
bility of dying and picked up on it" without the semithat 90 percent of
death and the need nar, says freshman, Jason Bustard, a
American households
and pain often in- biologymajorfrornKintersville,PA.
own a Bible. I suspect
volved in overCoogan has even devised a
most do not read it,
corningjealousy." shortcut of sorts for people who
however,"
says
Wright re- may doubt their biblical literacy.
courtesy/Columbia pictures
Coogan, who says he
believes the Bible Many recent movies, like Ishtar, contain biblical references. cently launched a His book, The Oxford Companion
course for fresh- to the Bible, co-edited by Bruce M.
should be introduced
into the curriculum at more high schools nothing to us," he adds.
man at LeHigh entitled, ''How to Read Metzger, offers a quick reference to
and colleges.
Teaching the Bible at a secu- theBible."Whileenrollrnents in tradi- thousandsofBiblical passages. "We
''The problem is that people tend larinstitution often involves walking tional Old Testament and New Testa- wanted to make the Bible accessible
to think of the Bible exclusively as a a fine line for an instructor, says mentcoursesremaindown, the semi- in an objective and understandable
religious text, and those who teach the Holstein. Withoutteacbingtheintel- nar was full. Meanwhile, inquiries way to a large nonspecialist audiBibleareundersuspicionofproselytiz- lectualcontentofth~Bible,hecould from more than 30 upperclass stu- ence," says Coogan.
ing," he says.
The issue can be an especially
sticky one at state-supported institutions, he adds.
Nationwide, of the 2,318 colleges and univ~rsities that offer a
bachelor's degree or better, 25 percent
of all public universities and 65 percent
of all private colleges have programs in
religion and theological studies, according to a survey by the American Academy of Religion in Atlanta.
DavidHoekema, academic dean
at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, 1\11,
says many colleges affiliated with a
religious institution continue to offer
courses that cover the Bible as part of
thecorerequirements needed for graduation, "but I wouldn't expect there to be
any consistent program or intention for
public institutions to make a course on
the Bible as part of core requirements,"
he adds. ''That would raise red flags to
many."
Instead, Hoekema says many
colleagues are introducing sections of
the Bible as part of the assigned reading
in history or literature classes, for example, to provide students with the
background they'll need to further understand the coursework. ''I think that
the education is being done piece by
piece within classes," he says.
Coogan says he doesn't agree
with some of the hand-wringing that he
sees among professors who say the lack
of historical and cultural knowledge
among students impedes their ability to
teach the classics.
"Yes, wehavestudentswhodon't
know who came first - Moses or
Jesus," he says, "but we're there to teach
students what they don't know and [to]
dispel ignorance. I say we need to start
from where students are and work with
what they know."
That's one reason why many
FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE
religious studies academics are going
The Central Florida Future, your newspaper pals, are giving away
back to the basics in an attempt to reach
free passes to the premiere of Time Cop. Just stop by our offices at
students.
12243
University Blvd. (in the UC? shopping center) between 1O a.m.
Holstein says that when he first
- 4 p.m. and ask nicely. Each pass is good for two people.
started teaching at the tJniversity of
posed of people from an array of religious backgrounds. ''The sacred text in
many students' homes may have been
the Koran," she says.
Meanwhile, 13.1 percent of all .
college freshmen last year listed their
religious preference as "none," according to the Higher Education Research
Institute at the University of California,
Los Angeles.

Sm,

Iowa more than 24 years ago, he had
on1y two to three students sign up for
some of his courses. ''That's pretty
depressing to a teacher when you
considerthereare25,000studentson
campus," he says.
Today, his courses are filled
to capacity. One key to attracting
students to religious studies courses
is to demonstrate that the Bible is not
"about an ancient culture that means
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'Da Cubs, downtown and the Orlando 1

A veteran students' look at the 'Gty Beautiful' and some help.
by SEANPERRY
Features editor

When the shelves at American
Video have been exhausted and the
summer blockbusters have scattered
back to L.A. to hide until they are reissued for $19.95 at Wal-Mart for the
Christmas season, the freshman may
crawl back to the dorm room and
cradle a picture of high school pals at
Grad Night Rather than sitting around
and waiting for Seinfeld to hit syndication, get offyourduffand check outthe
Orlando nightlife.
With the Bithlo High School
reunion (comprised of Orlando Predators fans) coming to an end, due to the
lackluster efforts ofthe Orlando Predators' Ben Bennett, the 14,000Neanderthal inhabitants of the Orlando Arena
will be roaming the streets in search of
something new to claw. The purest of
America's sports' heritage, minorleague baseball, regretfully waves a
good-bye as the Orlando Cubs' season
comes to an end as well.
Some may consider this the end
of sports as we know it, and others may
not have realized that the Predators
even existed. The latter probably also
wondered how that incoherent moron
Bennett stole a job away from a competent sportscaster at WCPX-Ch. 6.
This time of year, however,
marks the beginning of Orlando's two
largest and fastest growing sports programs. Enter Shaquille O' Neal and the

next great dynasty of major league else that can sneak in by having a pal move to Chapel Hill and pretend you
sports, the Orlando Magic. The games, pass his student ID through the fence. actually got accepted to areal college
although somewhat overpriced and
Those who dislike sports and with a legitimate xhool of communiexpensive for the likes of Ted Turner don't appreciate the comedy sketch cations. If you choose to stay around
and Donald Trump, may be a bit they call the Orlando Predators can here, then you may not ever receive a
pricey for the college student. Take enjoy the comedians that take resi- decent education, but with the proper
your book money and pool it together dence on East Church Street. The Sak guidance, it is possible to check out
wjth your dorm buddy's Christmas Theatre plays host to a variety of some fairly good local bands. Look
money and go scalp
for the Figurehead
a pair to the Charlistings for new acts,
lotte game. Even if
along with local
Mom doesn't gether
music supporters
expresso ~achine
like the Downtown
thisDecember,you'll
Jazz & Blues Club,
get to seeShaq spank
Club Nowhere, Go
'Zo again.
Lounge
and
Unless you've
Barbarella, all of
got the bucks, try
which are located
watching the Magic
within a few blocks
ontheSunshineNetof each other on Orwork, with a plate of
ange A venue.
wings and a couple
The Church
pitchers sitting in
Street Station club
front of you at whatscene favors the 21
ever bar will serve
and over crowd that
photo/ Armando Solares
underaged people.
is considered maThe Orlando Predators: part football, part entertainment
If football
ture, which means
intrests you more, your best sports bet different comedy formats. The high- they can consume, on average, two to
wouldbetheSteelersand+3,ortojust light of their schedule is the weekend three more beers than the normal 18go to the regular Saturday afternoon TheatreSports. These shows offer the year-old before becoming unruly and
beatings at the Citrus Bowl. Begin- best improv this side of Gene aggressive and proposing violence.
ning this Saturday against Valdosta McDowell's playbook. If you dig However, for the youth ofUCF, there
State and continuing throughout the HBO-style shows like Kids In The is a wide selection of clubs for the
college football season, the Golden Hall and MTV's The Sta.te, then you weekend, as well as Wednesdaynights.
hish, I mean Knights, will dominate will become a weekly extra in this
Toward the north is Visage,
their opponents in formidable fashion interactive comedy theater.
where you can usually sneak a beer or
and Notre Dame attire. This event is
If you happen to dig that local two. Downtown hosts Barbarella, The
even free to students and everyone music thing, then you may choose to Edge and theever-famouscoffeehouse

Yab Yum. Barbarella plays pretty
much anything alternative and will
change with the times upon request.
The Edge plays whatever is aggressive and then bleeds into the technotrance thing come early morning. Don't
even bother to try to drink or bring a
fake ID to The Edge- they'll take it
away as they give you a wedgy dumping you outside the gate.
This entire view of Orlando is
as opinionated as those beatniks sitting at the cafes of Orange A venue. It
is, however, a veteran's perspective.
After spending nearly 10 grand on the
streets of downtown and in the clubs
and arenas, I feel that I know what's
worth the money and what isn't. If you
don'tdig downtown, then you can also
check out the fraternity party gig.
Sometimes they'll have a good cover
band like Shock Lizard, and if you
bring five or six fine chicks, they'll let
you in on a sort of trade basis. Just
tell them your from another chapter,
and they'll give you all kinds of free
beer.
Now, if all these vast sources
oflocal entertainment are not enough
to quench your adventurous appetite, call me up at the Future office
and I'll throw you a couple of phone
numbers of old girlfriends or possibly some friends with some "phat"
bags. Otherwise, you can sit in your
lonely comer of the dorm room and
wait the next four years for Seinfeld
repeats in syndication.

_Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
Opening Soon
•

University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444
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'Goodstock' offers alternative twist
Local festival adds contemporary Christian flavor to Woodstock
by DAVID DiCICCO
Contributing writer

look for is Against the Grain,
which is an upbeat contemporary

(00

DISCOUNT EYEWEAR)

"Orlando's Only Quality Fashion Eyewear
Outlet... At Factory Direct Savings!"
Contact Lenses
• All Brands, Colors
• Extended /Daily Wear
·Disposables - Call For Price
·Factory Direct Savings

2165 Aloma Ave.
(At Publix-Aloma Center W.P.)

677-7676
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Discount Eyewear
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Student Bargains
. Save more. It's been rented before•
.:"

v

•

Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. Jrom $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...... :................ from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............. from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets ........................... ,... from $ 59.99
Hurry in lo Corl am.I save 30-70% on pre-leased. br;ind name
f urniturc. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

. ;_920 Semoran Boulevard

l

v.1sA· ]

>tore Hour~: ~:on-Fri 9 :i.ni.- 6 p.m.~· -.· ~~ ~
S,u. IO a.ni.-5 p.m.

lCOJ

CORT~
· FURNITURE RENTAL
~CLEARANCE CENTER

Hewlett-Packard
I W~-"-

1
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;
Th
fREE draft ~~j~'~c:·
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INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base

Free giveaways!

well drinkS

fir~! ~oo in ~U

J

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at

ladies ~1 .

Ill midni~ht
ladies free mll

}!'.l'I.

·Full Ii_ne ~f.
• HP 48Gx Graphic
~A~f~
HP sc1entif1c & Expandable
_______ J
1
business
The best calculator for
:::i:;~:
calculators.
your education and your
: 1: : : : :
•HP lOB
career - 128KB of RAM
• • ·"
• HP 17 BIT
built in, plus expandability. ~~~[~~~
•HP 95LX
•HP 48G Graphic
.:::..::::.:~
•HP 200LX
32-KB RAM built in.
~
• HP 32SII
All HP 48GX features
(hp] ~!~K~~~
•HP 42S
included except plug-in option.

'draft beer

Free giveaways!

Brand New 2 bedroom homes
Lease purchase available
Priced in the low $60's
On site office 407-365-3664
Located 1 mile north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

all night
~4HourWorldl..inkChat

True Interactive, Real-Time, Multi User.
Internet, Fidonet, World-Wide EMAll,
On-line Multi-Player Gomes Galore.
modem 699-1700 (N81)
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Miriam Metzcus anchors UCF Volleyball

•

•
•

.,

•

by GEORGE MAY

egos.

Staff writer

Metzcus feels great confidence for the team and says,
"People will say we're crazy, but
I think we can win the National
Championship this year."
Metzcus is known as dedicated, motivated and unselfish.
Smith has only benefited
from recruiting Metzcus, because
she gained an athlete and made a
friend. They have been able to
watch each other's growth as
player and coach. Meanwhile,
Metzcus has been setting many
goals on and off the court. She
plans to pursue a career in elementary education, but only after trying out for this year's Olympic vo!leyball team. Metzcus
added that she might try for an
assistant coaching slot under
Smith.
The Metzcus family had a
rare feel of a blood vs. blood competition last year when UCF played
the University of South Florida,
where Miriam Metzcus' sister,
Monique Metzcus; played.
- "The last time [Miriam] and
her sister opposed each other, it

This season, the UCF volleyball team will go for its third
TAAC conference title in a row.
If it was up to senior Miriam
Metzcus, the title would only be a
stepping stone to her goal-an
NCAA bid and a national championship. Metzcus is not a farsighted dreamer though, she is an
achiever. She is going into her
fourth year as captain of the team
and is one of the key players that
has made "the women's volleyball
team one of the most successful
sports at UCF.
Raised by a family whose
love for sports is deeply rooted,
Metzcus" father Charles, the head
athletic trainer at Hialeah Miami
Lakes, introduced her and her sister to volleyball in junior high
school. The young Metzcus,
whose first love was soccer, tried
volleyball only to find that she
was a mediocre player. After attending various camps her sophomore year of high school, her
love for volleyball and her skill
improved rapidly.
"As .I grew older my Dad
said that you need to look ahead
and see what is going to help you
prosper more," Metzcus commented on her choice to begin
playing for club volleyball teams
in high school. That intense focus
is what ultimately catapulted her
into collegiate-level competition
at UCF under the guidance of
Head Coach Laura Smith.
When Smith first earned the
job as the head vo1Ieyball coach,
she had enough partial scholarship money to recruit one athlete,
and it was Metzcus. Since then,
Metzcus has earned her way to a
full scholarship.
"Miriam was overlooked by
most college coaches coming out
of high school except junior
colleges ... and now I'm sure every college coach in the nation
would want her on their team,"
Smith said.
Smith's priase is backed by
Metzcus' statistics, which were
quite impressive last year.
Metzcus averaged 4.37 kills per
game and scored 66 aces.
Metzcus' exciting style on
the court as an outside hitter is
nothing short of teeth-grinding
aggressiveness and strong confidence.
"When she has a stuffed
block, the other team pretty well
knows it happened, but it's not in
your face. It has character, charisma; it doesn't have arrogance.
Not many people can pull that
off," said Smith.
Metzcus' physical style of
play and strong head on the court
has set a precedent for the rest of
the team, which can only be
matched if they share her passion
for the game.
''Miriam has laid the foundation of what our volleyball team
is going to be like the rest of the
time that I am coaching her in
regards to unity and how tight our
team is," said Smith.
Unity is what both Metzcus
and Smith are extremely proud
of. The family-like atmosphere
of their group of women is a rarity in the age of superstars and

went into five sets. That is my
fondest memory of their sporting
career," said her father.
Unfortunately , UCF lost,
and Metzcus' parents were only
partially happy because there was
no tie.
Metzcus' father has high
hopes for his daughter. "I would
like Miriam and the team to receive national attention this year,"
he said.
Under the circumstances, he
shouldn'thave to worry after raising such a motivated woman.

UCF Women's Volleyball
began the season on the
wrong foot. First, they lost
to Pepperdine 15-7,159,15-11. They defeated
Cal State Fullerton1513,15-9,15-5. They then
lost to San Diego 15-4,1510,15-3, and then to Sam
Houston State 15-11,1511,18-16, and finally,
Santa Barbara 15-1O,15-

8, 15-8.

UCF 1994 Volleyball Schedule
Date
Opponent
Time
9-1
Pepperdine
6:00 p.m.
9-2
Sam Houston
12:30 p.m.
9-2
Santa Barbara
5:00 p.m.
9-3
Cal. State-Fullerton
5:00 p.m.
9-3
San Diego
10:00 p.m.
9-7
Florida Atlantic
5:00 p.m.
9-8
Campbell
3:00 p.m.
I :00 p.m.
9-9
Appalachian State
9-9
Clemson
7:00 p.m.
9-10
Drexel
I 0:00 a.m.
9-10
James Madison
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
9-14
Stetson
9-15
South Carolina
7:00 p.m.
9-17
College of Charleston
7 :00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
9-23
Southwestern Louisiana
9-23
Northeastern Louisiana
6:00 p.m .
12 noon
9-24
Southeastern Louisiana
New Orleans
4:00 p.m.
9-24
9-28
South Florida
7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
9-29
Florida International
10-6
Georgia Tech
7:00 p.m.
10-7/8 Georgia State Tournament TBA
(SE Louisiana, Florida Atlantic, Western Carolina, South Alabama, and Georgia State)
Stetson
7:00 p.m.
10-12
10-13
Florida Atlantic
10:00 a.m.
I 0-13
Florida International
5:00 p.m.
10-17
Campbell
7:00 p.m.
10-20 College of Charleston
7:00 p.m.
10-21
Army
6:00 p.m.
I 0-22
Virginia Commonwealth I :00 p.m.
10-22
Boston College
3:00 p.m.
10-28
Stephen F. Austin
TBA
l 0-29
Drake
TBA
7:00p.m.
11-9
South Florida
I 1-15
Florida State
7:00 p.m.
Alabama-Birmingham
11-26
3:00 p.m.
11-26
7:30 p.m.
Florida
All home matches are listed in BOLD. All home runes in the UCF Arena.

Pain reliever /Fever red1[
llDICATIONS: For the tempO(:
mmor aches and pains associa "
common cotd, headache, tootha
cular aches backache for the ·
of arthritis', for the pain of ft!'*'
cramps, and for reduction of fever~

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil ~ Adva nced medicine for pain ~

I
Advil contains ibuprofen. Use only as directed. Cl994 WMehaU laboratories. Madison.NJ.
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UCF Men's Soccer team scores five and wins two
0 The soccer team
is off to quick start at
2-0. They face FAU
next.
by ANDREW VARNON
Assistant sports editor
With their brand new uniforms, the UCF men's soccer team
enjoyed a new-found propensity
for goalscoring last weekend as
they blew out their opponents with
a combined score of 5-0.
Freshman
Frederik
Petterson netted two goals as UCF
defeated the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington 2-0 Sunday. The win, coupled with a 3-0
victory over Georgia Southern on
Saturday, completed the Knights'
2-0 sweep of the invited opponents to their home tournament on
opening weekend.
Junior striker Andrew Marin
scored the Knights' first goal of

the season in the 13th minute of
the Georgia Southern game on a
breakaway. Freshman midfielder
Tony Gustavson added another
on an assist from Junior sweeper
Nate Omodt. Freshman midfielder
Eric Case closed out the game's
scoring with the Knights' third
goal.
UCF outshot Georgia
Southern 15-2andFreshmangoalkeeperCliffDixon needed to make
only one save in defense of his
first shutout.
The second game of the
weekend was a little more challenging for the Knights. Stetson
beat Wilmington 5-0 on Saturday
and Wilmington was out to prove
they were a better team than the
results showed. The two teams
struggled to a 0-0 deadlock at halftime, trading opportunity for
missed opportunity.
In the 72nd minute, Case
took a corner kick, crossing the
ball to the far side of the area.

Omodt headed it back in front of
the goalmouth and senior forward
Richard Wall headed it down to
the foot of Petterson, who booted
it in to put the Knights ahead.
Petterson, who is from Oslo, Norway, had been playing an outside
midfielder position throughout the
Georgia Southern game and the
firsthalfofthe Wilmington game,
but after being subbed out at half
time, Petterson came back as a
striker on the field, where he
scored both of the Knights' goals.
The second came on an assist from
fellow Scandinavian Gustavson,
who is from Sweden.
The defensive line of
Omodt, senior Steve Soistman,
junior Kamal DeGregory, and
freshman Trond Reushuslokken
played well behind the Knights'
offensive surge,
keeping
Wilmington to seven shots on goal
to UCF's tally of 15. Cliff Dixon
chalked up his second shutout in
as many college appearances,

making three saves.
Coach Bob Winch was
pleased with his first game-action
look at his young team.
"We
knew
they
[Wilmington] were going to come
out playing hard after that loss to
Stetson, but we responded weJJ,"
he said. "It's tough to play backto-back days like that, but we're
going to have to do it three or four
more times this season."
Winch also praised the
team's offense. "We showed that
we've got a few guys out there
who can finish, who can put the
ball on target. We had the two
goals today, but there were also
about four shots that rang off the
post."
The wins should charge up
the Knights, who will spring into
their conference schedule this Saturday when they take on Florida
Atlantic at home, followed by another in-conference game against
Florida International on Monday.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.
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UCFWomen's
Soccer team ties
the Mercer Bears
by ANDREW VARN ON
Assistant sports editor
Just like last season, when it
was rumored that members of the
women's soccer team , believing
they were jinxed, were doing ceremonial dances in front of the
goals at the arena field, the Knights
are having troubles christening the
goals in the field's sophomore season.
UCF opened its '94 season
on Saturday with a scoreless draw
against Mercer. Although both
teams had plenty of oppurtunities,
with the shot count totalling up to
19-17 in favor of Mercer, neither
team could get the ball to break
the plane of the goalmouth.
Heather Brann did her part
in keeping goal, making six saves
toward her successful shutout bid,
but the Knights will need more
than a stingy defense to make their
run on the NCAA's this season.
To make matters worse, senior sweeper Liz Shaw left the
game with an injured knee. The
coaching staff was concerned
about her status .
"It's not good," said Assistant Coach Karen Drake. "Something popped in her knee."
Sophomore Leslie Golden
stepped in and replaced Shaw at
sweeper for the rest of the game.
Hopefully, this will not have to be
a lengthy replacement.
Perhaps its time to break out
the drums and beads, because it
looks like the Knights could use a
change in Karma.
The next home game will be
Sept. 21 against FIU.
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UCF REC SERVICES
VOLLEYBALL

FLAG FOOTBALL

BASEBALL

ENTRIES DUE

ENTRIES DUE

ENTRIES DUE

September 12

September 6 .

October 12

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

Recreational Services, Rm . 101
(across from the pool)

Recreational Services, Rm. 101
(across from the pool)

Recreational Services, Rm. 101
(across from the pool)

PHONE

PHONE

PHONE

823-2408

823-2408

823-2408

1-800-COLLECT
Save·The People You Call Up To 44 °/a.*

®

·versus AT&T operator-dialed three minute interstate calls
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Volleyballers rearing to get 1994 season under way
•

•

•

•

VOLLEYBALL, from page 16
ever, Niedung wasn't offered a full
scholarship by UCF, so she went to
South Florida.
Other new players include
Tyra Harper, Kim Pruitt, Collen
Crocco (last year's Florida Player
of the Year), Mayte Dela-maza,
Patricia Mahoney, Annabell
Marcos, Maribell Marcos, Courtney
Nelson, Susan Queisser (Emily's
younger sister), Chrissy Welsh and
Christina Valentzas.

"I was very fortunate to be
able to get these players. It was a
good recruiting year. All these girls
played on the Florida All-Star team
last year," explained Smith.
With the combination of the
players' talent and the tough schedule, the 1994 season should prove to
be an exciting one.
"Both the team's and my attitude are the same. We are excited
about having the opportunity to be
playing such teams and are hoping
for success. It is just a matter of

getting to a level and having the
consistency to stay at that level,"
said Smith.
With a great preseason out of
the way, the Golden Knights are
heading into a rough season with
something that Smith feels is going
to be the team's ally during tough
matches- unity. To be unified as a
true team is the only expectation
that these women need to live up to.
With unity as their weapon, the UCF
volleyball team just may become
three-time champions.

Cross Counby team ready to burst off the line
by ROBIN HOLMES

•
t

Staff writer

You will not see this squad
training on an interstate as seen in
the new Footlocker commercial
depicting the fictitious Footlocker
High, but nonetheless, the UCF
Golden Knights Cross Country
Team is b~tter than ever.
"I have them do a lot of
running ... trails around campus.
Some even take us outside the
city," said UCFTrackCoachDoug
Loftus, who is entering his third
season as coach of the Golden
Knights.
"I feel that our toughest
competition in the conference will
beFIU and Samford," adds Loftus.
Florida International University
and Samford finished first and
second, respectively, in last year's

championship for both men and
women.
The UCF Men's Cross
Country Team is looking to improve on a fifth place finish in the
1993 Trans-America Athletic
Conference Championships. Led
this year by senior Eric Lipham
and junior Rene Plasencia and with
13 other runners, Loftus feels that
the enthusiasm is as intense as
ever.
. "One thing that is really encouraging for this team is the unity
that it possesses," said Loftus. The
new forces include a freshman out
of Santa Luces High School, who
boasts a consistent 4:20 mile run.
The women, who finished
third in .the 1993 TAAC Championships, are looking to become
top contenders- this season. Under
assistant Coach John Davis, the

Golden Knights women's cross
country team is Jed by senior
Jeanne Lesniak and junior transfer Heather Schulz.
"I'm really excited about the
women because this is the most
we've ever had on the team," said
Loftus.
Eighteen runners make up
the squad, including freshman
Ktanah Bresnick out of Lyman
High School in Seminole County.
Bresnick, with an impressive
11 :25 two-mile run, contribµted
to Lyman's 1993 first place finish
in the state cross country meet.
The Golden Knights Cross
Country Team will be traveling
September 6-11 to Fairbanks,
Alaska, for a duel meet. As the
Footlocker High team might say,
"Woah, it's going to be a great
year!"

End of a perfect season

Sports writers wanted

Don't just watch the action, get involved. For more info,
call Jason Swancey at 823-8192 or 823-8054.
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Fans, players alike try to come to grips with Predators 36-31 loss in the Arena Bowl.
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The UCF Rowing Team is recruiting new athlete.;. No experience is
necessary to row for UCF. The team needs people of all sizes, both
men and women. To find out more about rowing for UCF, attend the
first meeting on Friday, Sept. 9 at 4 p.m. at the UCF Arena in room
115. You can also call coach Chris Deatrick at 644-4901.
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Predators bitten by underdog Rattlers, 36-31
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The Orlando Predators had
the greatest season that a team could
have playing arena football, but they
justcouldn'tcomethrough when all
the chips were down. In the biggest
upset in arena football's short history, the Preds lost to the Arizona
Rattlers36-3 l beforeaselloutcrowd
at'TheJungle.''Forthethirdstraight
year, the Preds fell short in a manner
reminiscent of the Buffalo Bi1ls.
One must feel sorry for Herkie
Walls, who has the agonizing task
of making up a new rhyme to rally
the troops in 1995. 'Win the war in
'94" ...oh well.
In other professional football
news, Green Bay reciever Sterling
Sharpe staged one of the shortest
walk outs in NFL history. He split
from the team early in the day and
then returned hours later. Sharpe
was unhappy with the terms of his
current contract and wanted to restructure.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
continued in stride with their losing
ways Sunday falling to the Chicago
Bears. The other Florida team faired
a bit better. The Miami Dolphins
e:dged out a win in a wild shootout
against the Patriots. Marino threw
five touchdown passes in the game
and became only the second player
in NFL history to throw over 300
career touchdowns.
FormerUCFrecieverShawn
Jefferson continues to play well in
the NFL. Jefferson was the recipient
of a 43-yard touchdown pass from
Stan Humphries that helped the
Chargers get past the Denver Bron-

cos.
UCF picked up a win Saturday againsttheBlackBearsofMaine
behind ahugeeffortfromMarquette
Smith. The Knights play at home
next Saturday against ValdostaState.
In one of the most bizzare
incidents in college football poll
history, the Aorida Gators had their
reign as number one ende.dafterone
week.Despite thefactthattheGators
beat New Mexico St 70-21 Saturday,and despite thefactthatNebraka
did not even play this past weekend,
Nebraska leapfrogged Aorida in
both polls to become the new number one.
The Miami Hurricanes set a
new record for most consecutive
wins at home by bashing Georgia
Southern 56-0. The win gave the
Hurricanes 58 and pushed them
passed the record set by Alabama
from 1963-82.
In NBA news, the Bulls and
Toni Kukoc joine.d the long list of
people suing the NBA The Bulls
are suing the NBA for voiding
Kukoc's new contract that was
signedafterexercisingtheone-year
escape cJause. Anfernee Hardaway
has also exercised his one-year op1 tion and says that he will not report
to the Magic's training camp until
he signs a new contract. The NBA
: will probably void the contract, depending on what comes out of the
lawsuits filed against the NBA,
which will be heard September 12th.

I

"So close," were the only
words that could be heard being
muttered over and over in the hallways and locker rooms behind the
scenes in "The Jungle." The Orlando Predators had just lost the
Arena Bowl in a thriller to the 14
point underdog Arizona Rattlers,
36-31.
It was a close season in general for the Predators. They were
one pofo t short of becoming the first
Arena Football League team to finish the season undefeated and amere
one drive shy of accomplishing a
goal the team had set the minute
they finished last season, which was
winning the Bowl.
How could a season that
seemed to be so successful end up
with a feeling of such failure?
Barry Wagner had a fabulous
season.BenBennettwentdown with
an injury only to see Duke Tobin
step up and lead the Predators like
he had been the one doing it from the
first game. Head coach Perry Moss
was named "Coach of the Year" and
guided the team to their best regular
season finish in team history. He is
also the winningest active coach in
Arena Football League history with
44 victories. Why was victory number 45 so elusive?
The Predators seemed to be
headed for defeat from the beginning, mainly because they were such
heavy favorites and also because
they had already beaten the Rattlers
twice this season:
Predators coach Perry Moss
didn't sound very optimistic about
theteamreturningtotheArenaBowl
again anytime soon.

''I feel bad for the team. There
are some guys who might not get
another opportunity like [Ben]
Bennett
and
[Durwood]
Roquemore. I won one, and I'm
starting to feel as if I might never
win another one," said Moss.
ThePredatorsstartedoff well,
putting together a4:09 drive to momentarily take the lead, 7-0. The
momentum shifted towards theend
of the first half when Predator kicker
George Cimadevilla missed a 21yard chip shot. One 17-yard pass
later, the Rattlers kicker, Zendejas,
ended the half on a successful 40yard field goal. The Rattlers went
into the half with a 20-17 lead.
After trading scores throughout the third and beginning of the
fourth quarter, the Predators found
themselves ahead 31-30 with 6:55
left in the game. Roquemore then
intercepted a Sherdrick Bonner pass
to seemingly seal a victory. Following another Cimadevi11a miss,
Bonner found receiver Calvin
Shexnayder in the endzone for the
backbreaker. Rattlers went ahead
for good, 36-31. What followed
was a series of miscues by the Predators. Orlando was missing catches
they usually make, and fumbling
balls that were usually tucked in
and taken in.
Rattlers coach Danny White
felt his team overcame obstacle after obstacle to win this Arena Bowl
in which they were supposed to
'have had no chance.
"Bigger the underdogs,
sweeter the victory," said White.
"To win in front of their fans, as
obnoxious as they are, made it even
sweeter," said White.
The Predators locker room
was dismal and full of disbelief

after the game. Bennett had little to say
about the loss. 'We just didn't score
enough points, and there's not a whole
hell of a lot more I'm going to say."
IronmanBarry Wagnerfinished
with 111 yards on six receptions, and
he's now headed.to the practice squad

•

of the Indianapolis Colts. ~s for the
rest of the Predators, it's time to go
home,restandtalkaboutgett:ingthem
next year.
The Pre.dators post-game attitudes almost seems like the team believes there may not be a next year.

UCF Volleyball team gears up for stellar season
D Metzcus and
Queisser captain a
talented squad in '94.

byDANIELLEFERNEZ
Staff writer

UCF Volleyball Coach
Laura Smith
doesn't believe
in expectations.
She says that
there are outlooks and plans,
and of course,
there are high
hopes. The UCF
team.shows a lot
of promise and
has a coach who
knows how to
turn that promise into reality.
The UCF
volleyball team
is the two-time
defending
Trans-America
Athletic Conference Champions. They
posted a 35-8
overall record
and an 8-0
record against
conference
SOLARES/Future teams The team
d. b th.
Amy Gendreau plans to spike the competiton
during this years' season.
earne a er m

the National Invitational Volleyball Championships. Expectations
may be hard .to get around this
season.
The quest for the TAAC title
will be much more difficult this
time around.
"This is going to be the most
challenging year that I've coached
because of the strength of the teams
we are scheduled to play. For example, two of the teams we will be
playing, Santa Barbara and California State Fullerton, are ran~ed
in the top twenty in the natio~
Smith said.
The season kicked off with a
match at powe1'house Pepperdine
on September 1. Between the first
match and the last match against
the University of Florida on November 26, the team is going to
squeeze in about thirty matches
and .six tournaments, a11 against
very tough teams. One of the tournaments will be held at the UCF
Arena on the weekend of October
28-29. Teams from the universities of Stephen F. Austin, Drake,
and Florida Atlantic will all be
competing against UtF.
The women that are accepting the challenge these teams are
presenting are more than ready for

the task that lies ahead. Although
the team lost last year's T AAC
Player of the Year, middle hitter
Emily Bridson, to a professional
team overseas, Smith has still managed to build a very talented squad
centered around its team captains,
Miriam Metzcus and Emily
Queisser.
Metzcus, a senior outside
hitter, who has played for Smith
all three of her years at UCF. Last
season, she averaged 4.37 kills
per game and served up an unbelievable 66 aces. These accomplishments earned her an Al1TAAC laurel last season.
Queisser, also an All-TAAC
laurel winner last season, is the
team's setter. Smith believes that
Queisser has quickly become one
of the best setters she has ever
seen. Queisser, a junior, had 1,581
assists last season, averaging about
11 .5 assists a game.
There are 12 newcomers to
the team this year, including a
senior transfer from the University of South Florida, Kirsten
Niedung. Smith tried to recruit
Niedung four years ago when she
was fresh out of high schooJ. HowSee VOWYBAU.., page 15
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